
26/09/2020 

MRS anni burleigh 
5 kay close ST 
mona vale NSW 2103 
amdburleigh@gmail.com 

RE: DA2020/1039 - 15 Jubilee Avenue WARRIEWOOD NSW 2102

Dear Sir
We live on the northern side of this site in the DA but can often be affected by noise coming 
from that area. As noise is currently a huge factor for people living in the area with the 
development of Mona Vale road possibly adding more noise with a bus depot actually makes 
me feel very anxious and distressed. I am concerned that these heavy vehicles make a 
beeping sound when backing up as a warning, would be, in an urban environment very 
piercing and can often travel for miles! This is a noise I would not like to hear in the early hours 
of the morning (?5am) and also late at night very different from the cheers and enjoyment we 
hear from the futsal courts at the RSL Club which is very near this DA site.

More Traffic: : Please refer to your report for this DA Statement of Environmental Effects page 
9......... see that photo taken 31/08/2020 this is typical in a lot of local streets - its exacerbating 
and it must be for all the people working in the area - wonder where the depot staff are going to 
park? In a short distance I an see 2 x box trailers and 3 large trailers often boats and caravans 
left on the streets as well

another DA Report: An Arboricutural Impact Statement states: The proposed bus depot will 
require the removal of 7 trees.... keep in mind there are two big trees in the middle/western 
side of the site. trees are important too!

Please consider resident of Northern Beaches particularly regarding Noise, Traffic and parking 
issues.

with thanks
Anni
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